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Abstract

Multiuser access is a critical issue in distributed cognitive radio networks (DCRNs), as the collisions among the
competing secondary users (SUs) may decrease the network throughput significantly. In order to reduce the
collisions, we propose a dynamic backoff algorithm to find an optimal backoff contention window to maximize the
network throughput and reduce the channel access delay. Based on the proposed algorithm, a multichannel medium
access control (MAC) protocol with dynamic backoff contention (MMAC-DB) is designed. In this protocol, the time
duration of each channel is divided into four phases: idle, sensing-sharing, contention, and data transmission. The
dynamic backoff algorithm is implemented in the contention phase. Moreover, a duration tradeoff is made between
the data transmission phase and the contention phase. The effectiveness of the proposed protocol is examined by
extensive simulations, which shows that the proposed protocol can enhance the throughput and reduce the channel
access delay.
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1 Introduction
With the explosive growth of wireless devices and data
traffic, the demand for the wireless spectrum resources
is greatly increasing. On one hand, the unlicensed spec-
trum like ISM band has been overcrowded due to the
numerous wireless applications; on the other hand, recent
spectrum measurements show that significant portion of
the licensed spectrum remains unused most of the time
[1]. In order to increase the efficiency of spectrum uti-
lization and alleviate the pressure of spectrum demand,
cognitive radio (CR) has emerged as a promising tech-
nology to realize opportunistic spectrum access (OSA)
[2]. In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), unlicensed users
(secondary users, SUs) are allowed to opportunistically
access the licensed spectrum bands which are temporarily
unused by licensed users (primary users, PUs) while not
causing harmful interferences to the PUs.
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It is noteworthy that medium access control (MAC)
protocol plays a key role in CRNs for OSA [3]. How-
ever, the traditional MAC protocols are not suitable for
CRNs, because they are based on fixed spectrum alloca-
tion, while the available spectrum resource at each SUmay
vary over frequency/time/space [3]. Therefore, dedicated
cognitive radio MAC (CR-MAC) protocols are neces-
sary [4] to realize OSA. Typically, the basic functionalities
of a CR-MAC protocol include spectrum sensing, spec-
trum allocation, spectrum access, spectrum sharing, and
spectrum mobility [5].
Recently, distributed CRN (DCRN) has attracted more

and more attentions than its centralized counterpart due
to its easier and faster deployment and lower cost [6, 7].
Generally, there are four main objectives to design a dis-
tributed CR-MAC [8]: (i) optimization in the spectrum
sensing and spectrum access decision, (ii) coordination
in the multiuser access in the multichannel network, (iii)
optimization in the spectrum resource allocation, and (iv)
spectrum trading. However, designing CR-MAC proto-
cols for DCRNs (i.e., distributed CR-MAC protocols) is
a very challenging task. This is because DCRNs are not
only spectrally heterogeneous but infrastructure-less (i.e.,
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without central entity). Without central entity, SUs have
to access for spectrum in a randomly competing manner,
such as carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) and ALOHA [9], which inevitably results in
collisions among the competing SUs. To reduce the col-
lisions, in this paper, we mainly focus on the multiuser
access coordination problem [3] in the design of the dis-
tributed CR-MAC protocol. There are two critical issues
on multiuser access coordination:
1) How to set the duration of the contention phase?
2) How to coordinate the collided SUs?
For the first issue, we consider a MAC cycle with fixed

cycle duration. If the length of the contention phase is
relatively short with respect to the number of SUs, the
probability of collision will be high, thus decreasing the
efficiency of spectrum utilization and increasing channel
access delay; on the other hand, if the contention phase
costs excessive time, little time is left for data transmis-
sion and the ultimate throughput would be unsatisfactory.
For the second issue, if each SU is allowed to contend
only once in one cycle and the collided SUs (i.e., con-
tention failures) must wait and contend till the next cycle,
some potential opportunities of spectrum access would
be wasted, and consequently the spectrum access delay
would increase. Binary exponential backoff (BEB) algo-
rithm is proposed to decrease the collisions among the
SUs and enhance the network throughput in [8]. How-
ever, due to the dynamic variations of DCRN, the tradi-
tional BEB algorithm may be not always fit to the various
channel contention situations. Therefore, a dynamic back-
off scheme is needed to further improve the network
throughput and reduce the delay. This is also a new topic
in CR-MAC research [5]. In this work, we focus on the
design of distributed CR-MAC protocol with efficient
dynamic backoff scheme.
Contribution: To optimize the duration of the con-

tention phase and coordinate the collided SUs, we propose
a dynamic backoff algorithm in this work. Its main idea is
to select the optimal backoff contention window accord-
ing to the number of contending SUs and the number
of idle data channels. Moreover, inspired by the MAC
frame structure of the self-scheduled multichannel cog-
nitive radio MAC (SMC-MAC) [10] and the work of [8],
we design an efficient CR-MAC protocol with dynamic
backoff contention windows for DCRNs. Our major con-
tributions are summarized as follows.

• A dynamic backoff algorithm is proposed to realize
the optimal backoff contention windows and to
enhance network throughput and decrease channel
access delay.

• Based on the dynamic backoff algorithm, a new
multichannel CR-MAC protocol called MMAC-DB
is proposed for DCRNs. In MMAC-DB, out-of-band

control channel (CC) is used and each SU is equipped
with a single radio.

• Extensive simulations are performed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed MMAC-DB
protocol in improving the network throughput and
reducing channel access delay compared with two
existing multichannel MAC protocols in [8] and [10].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes
the proposed CR-MAC protocol including the details of
the dynamic backoff algorithm. Numerical results are
given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section 5.

2 Related work
There are numerous CR-MAC protocols proposed for
DCRNs [5, 11–13]. According to [5, 11], these MAC
protocols can be broadly classified as single-radio proto-
cols (i.e., split phase) [8, 10, 14–17] and multiple-radio
protocols [18–20]. Using multiple radios can improve
the efficiency of channel negotiation process, but it also
increases the node complexity as well as deployment cost.
Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the cost-efficient
single-radio protocols.
AMAC for opportunistic spectrum access (OSA-MAC)

is proposed in [14]. In OSA-MAC, the MAC frame struc-
ture is composed of a channel selection phase, a sensing
phase, and a transmission phase. In the channel selec-
tion phase, each SU competes for one channel based on
CSMA/CA. However, as only one channel is selected by
each SU before sensing, the SUs may select the busy
licensed channels instead of idle licensed channels, which
decreases the idle channel utilization efficiency. For effi-
cient spectrum utilization, a hardware-constrained MAC
(HC-MAC) [15] deals with the channel selection problem
with sequential sensing. There are also three phases in
HC-MAC: contention phase, sensing phase, and transmis-
sion phase. After the CSMA/CA process of the contention
phase, a pair of winners will sense multiple licensed chan-
nels in a sequential manner and transmit on the sensed
idle channels. As there is only one pair of SUs which
use multiple channels in HC-MAC, allowing multiple SUs
to concurrently utilize the sensed multiple idle channels
may further improve the network performance. An oppor-
tunistic multi-channel MAC (OMC-MAC) is proposed
in [16]. Compared with the aforementioned protocols,
OMC-MAC presents a different feature: sensing phase is
the first phase, which is followed by the contention phase
and the transmission phase. Independent sensing is used
in the sensing phase and each SU contends to access the
idle licensed channels according to its own sensing results.
As independent sensing is inefficient in a multichannel
network where each SUmust sense the multiple channels,
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sharing the sensing results with other SUs may be more
efficient in some cases. In [17], a dedicated common
control channel (DCCC)-based distributed multichannel
MAC protocol (MMAC-CR) is proposed for multihop
CRNs. Each SU is equipped with a dedicated sensing
engine which enables sensing concurrently on multiple
licensed channels. The sensing results of each SU are con-
tained in a scan result packet (SRP) and shared on the
DCCC. Upon receiving the SRP, the SUs contend to access
the idle licensed channels in a CSMA/CA manner. How-
ever, using dedicated sensing engine adds the cost and the
node complexity.
To reduce the cost and the node complexity, a self-

scheduled multichannel cognitive radio MAC (SMC-
MAC) is proposed in [10]. In SMC-MAC, each SU is able
to sense only one licensed channel at a time, which makes
the radio inexpensive and easy to implement. To reduce
the sensing overhead, each SU in SMC-MAC is allowed to
sense limited number of licensed channels, then the sens-
ing results are shared with other SUs through the DCCC.
Therefore, each SU gets more licensed channel informa-
tion than that it has sensed. The sensing results are shared
on the DCCC during the slotted sensing-sharing (SS)
phase. The SS phase is composed of multiple SS slots, and
each SS slot is associated with a licensed channel. In each
MAC cycle, constrained by the limited sensing capability,
each SU randomly picks up several SS slots to sense and
share. As more than one SU may pick the same SS slot to
share the sensing results, a sensing report collision prob-
lem [8] may happen. After that, SUs contend to access
the sensed idle channels in the fixed contention phase
with a slotted ALOHA manner [21]. A contention prob-
lem may happen here, as fixed contention phase may be
too short formany SUs, consequently leading to a collision
problem, or too long for few SUs, thus wasting the oppor-
tunities for data transmission. To handle the contention
problem of the fixed contention phase, along the line with
SMC-MAC, [8] adds a backoff algorithm to theMAC pro-
tocols. With the backoff algorithm, contention phase will
be prolonged by adding a backoff window if any collision
is detected during the initial contention window. Hence,
it can increase the number of successful users substan-
tially and enhance the throughput of DCRNs. However,
comparing with the traditional fixed backoff algorithm,
using the dynamic backoff algorithmmay further improve
the network performance [5]. Fu et al., Baher and Doré,
and Wu and Xu [22–24] have proposed dynamic back-
off algorithms for traditional wireless network to improve
network throughput and to decrease access delay. But they
are not suitable for DCRNs, as they do not consider the
interference between PUs and SUs. Therefore, it is still an
open problem on how to design a dynamic backoff algo-
rithm and how to set the initial length of the contention
phase for DCRNs. Besides, considering more parameters

other than the collision results (i.e., number of remaining
idle channels) may further improve the backoff algorithm
(Table 1).

3 The proposedMMAC-DB protocol
In this section, we first introduce the random access pro-
tocol, systemmodel and some assumptions. Then, we pro-
pose our MMAC-DB protocol by describing its overview
as well as detailed operations, with particular focus on

Table 1 Notations used in the paper

Symbol Explanations

N Number of SUs in the DCRN

Nst Number of successful transmission pairs in a MAC cycle

M Total number of licensed data channels

Mic Number of idle licensed channels

Msic Number of remaining sensed idle licensed channels

K Largest number of slots for the contention phase

wi Average number of winning slots (successful SUs) in the
ith backoff

contention window

W Number of slots won in the whole contention phase

Q Parameter which is broadcasted on the update slot to
indicate the

number of contention slots of the next backoff window

Q1 Number of contention slots in the first backoff window

Qi Number of contention slots in the ith (i > 1) backoff
window

Qc Number of contention slots in the whole contention
phase

Pd Each SU’s local detection probability

Pf Each SU’s local false alarm probability

Ps Probability of a successful RTS contention in the initial
backoff window

PT Probability of a successful data transmission in a MAC
cycle

PNT Probability of fail to transmit data in a MAC cycle

D Average channel access delay in terms of MAC cycles

Tcycle Time duration of a MAC frame cycle

Tc Time duration of contention phase

Tct Time duration of contention phase and transmission
phase

Ttr Time duration of data transmission phase

α Average utilization probability for all the licensed channels

σ Duration of a contention slot in contention phase

R Fixed rate for each data channel

n1 Number of remaining SUs (which still need contention) in
Algorithm 1

n2 Number of remaining contention slots in Algorithm 1
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the dynamic backoff algorithm. Performance analysis is
presented at the end.

3.1 Brief introduction of slotted ALOHA
The slotted ALOHA protocol is a multiple-node random
access protocol, which is a modification of the classical
ALOHA protocol [25]. In the slotted ALOHA protocol,
all nodes join the competition in an ALOHA period (con-
tention window) which is further divided into multiple
contention slots. Each node will randomly choose one
contention slot out of the contention window to trans-
mit data. If the slot is occupied by only one node, data
would be successfully transmitted; if it is occupied by
two or more nodes, there would exist data collisions and
data may fail to reach the intended receivers. As the
collisions occur within the independent slots only, there
are no partial collisions (collisions between two consecu-
tive slots) [21]. Consequently, the collision probability can
be significantly reduced compared to the pure ALOHA
protocol.
In this paper, we implement cognitive radio ready-to-

send (CR-RTS) frame and cognitive radio clear-to-send
(CR-CTS) frame [10] with the slotted ALOHA protocol
to handle the access coordination problem among the
SUs, which is named slotted ALOHA contention scheme.
Specifically, to a given contention window with multiple
contention slots, an SU (say, SU i) randomly chooses a
contention slot and sends a CR-RTS frame. The CR-RTS
frame includes a list of idle channels selected by SU i. If
SU i is the unique one that has sent out CR-RTS frame
in the contention slot, its destination SU (say, SU j), upon
receiving the CR-RTS frame, will wait for an interframe
spacing (CR-SIFS) and then respond a CR-CTS frame
which includes the target channel negotiated by SU j. In
this way, the pair of source and destination SUs (i.e., SUs
i and j) can successfully complete their channel reserva-
tion. Since other SUs can also receive the CR-CTS frame,

they are aware of the channel reserved by SUs i and j and
will no longer contend for this channel in subsequent con-
tentions. However, if multiple SUs (i.e., SUs p and q) have
chosen the same slot for contention and sent out their CR-
RTS frames in the slot, a collisionmay occur and these SUs
fail to receive any CR-CTS frame, which means that none
of them will win the contention. These collided SUs will
retransmit CR-RTS frames in the next contention win-
dow. An example of the contention results can be seen in
the contention phase in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, SU i and SU j
successfully reserve a data channel during the contention
process and transmit data on the reserved channel, while
SUs p and q suffer a collision and wait for next contention
window to retransmit.

3.2 Systemmodel and assumptions
We consider a single-hop DCRN which geographically
coexists with a primary user (PU) network. The PU
network has M orthogonal licensed channels. As in [20],
these channels are supposed to have identical propagation
characteristics.
The DCRN covers a relatively small area, so that all SUs

are assumed to experience the same PU activities. The
SUs are allowed to utilize the licensed channels if they
are idle (i.e., not used by any PU). Each SU is equipped
with a cognitive radio (full-duplex transceiver) which can
sense the licensed channels while transmitting data and
switching among different channels when necessary. To
avoid harmful interferences to the PUs, the SUs need to
periodically sense the licensed channels before accessing
them. Depending on the hardware capability, we assume
each SU can sense only one channel at a time. Using
the sequential sensing [26], we can use only one SU to
sense each of the licensed channels sequentially and share
the sensing results with other SUs, which may avoid the
sensing report collision problem. Considering the sensing
error effect, similar to [16], we assume each SU has the

Fig. 1 Slotted ALOHA contention scheme. An example about the slotted ALOHA contention scheme, which is used in the proposed MAC protocol
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same detection probability (Pd) and false alarm probabil-
ity (Pf) on each licensed channel.
We assume that there is an out-of-band channel which

can serve as a dedicated common CC (DCCC) for the SUs
to exchange control information. Using out-of-band CC
is a widely accepted assumption in recent works on dis-
tributed CR-MAC protocols [14, 16, 18–20]. The DCCC
is assumed to cover all SUs and be always available to
them (i.e., without interference from/to PUs). Through
the DCCC, the SUs can exchange various control mes-
sages. For example, they can easily share their spectrum
sensing results. Furthermore, to improve the spectrum
utilization efficiency, the DCCC can also be used for data
transmission when necessary. That is, at least one idle
channel is always available for the SUs to transmit data.

3.3 Proposed MAC protocol
3.3.1 Protocol overview
The frame structure of our MAC protocol is shown in
Fig. 2. The time duration on each channel is divided into
cycles (frames), and each cycle Tcycle is further divided
into four phases: idle (Tidle), sensing-sharing (Tss), con-
tention (Tc), and transmission (Ttr). The sensing-sharing
phase is composed ofM sensing slots andM sharing slots.
Each sensing slot and each sharing slot is associated with
a unique licensed channel and has the same time duration
as τ s. In order to handle the access coordination prob-
lem and increase the efficiency of idle channel utilization,
the contention phase Tc is set dynamically in each cycle
by the proposed dynamic backoff algorithm. Therefore, to
a given MAC cycle, one or multiple backoff contention
windows may be used in Tc. Moreover, each backoff con-
tention window is composed of multiple contention slots
to enable slotted ALOHA contention scheme among the
SUs. The details will be discussed later in this section.
Considering that our MAC protocol is designed for dis-

tributed environments where no central entities exist, to
make the protocol feasible and flexible, as in [27, 28],
we separate the SUs into two types including manager
SU (MSU) and normal SU (NSU). In each MAC cycle,
there should be a MSU which is appointed among the

contending SUs with a totally distributed manner and the
other SUs become NSUs [27, 28]. To minimize the con-
trol overhead of appointingMSU, in our protocol, the first
contention winner in contention phase would act proac-
tively as the MSU in the next MAC cycle. Note that, as
there is no first contention winner in the first MAC cycle,
SUs will just contend in a predefined contention win-
dow without MSU. If a SU is appointed as the MSU, it
must perform somemanaging operations. For example, in
each cycle, the MSU should update the protocol param-
eters (e.g., the length of backoff contention window) and
broadcast them on the DCCC. Thereby, the NSUs may
receive and update the parameters for every backoff con-
tention process before they choose the contention slots.
Considering the control overhead of MSU, as a reward,
DCCC will be allocated to the MSU during the transmis-
sion phase so that the MSU is contention-free. The detail
about how to use DCCC by the MSU will be shown later
in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Operation details
We introduce the operation details of the four phases of
the proposed MAC protocol as follows:

• Idle phase (Tidle). This is the first phase which has a
fixed duration, and it indicates the beginning of a new
cycle. During this phase, each SU should turn to the
DCCC and wait for the sensing results which will be
broadcasted in the subsequent sensing-sharing phase.

• Sensing-sharing phase (Tss). During this phase, one
of the SUs will sense the licensed channels in a
sequential manner. After the sensing process, the
sensing SU will switch to the DCCC and broadcast
the sensing results one by one. This is a simple way to
realize multiple channel sensing without sensing
report collision problem. The problem about how to
select the sensing SU for each cycle can be solved by a
round robin way, where each SU take turns to sense
the licensed channels. Letting the MSU to do the
sensing work is another candidate method. Here, we
use the MSU to sense the licensed channels in each

Fig. 2 Frame structure of the proposed MAC protocol. To show the frame structure of the proposed MAC protocol
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cycle. As a new MSU is appointed in every next cycle,
the sensing overhead can be shared by the SUs.
Moreover, compared with the data transmission
phase, the sensing-sharing phase is much shorter, say,
to sense 10 channels and to share the sensing results
need only 400μs, which would consume much less
time than sending two CR-RTS frames (which takes
600μs). Besides, in the contention phase, as MSU
only needs to send backoff continue flags and the
length of the backoff contention window, the unit
time for sending a update frame can be approximated
as that for sending a CR-RTS frame. Therefore, being
a MSU in one cycle will not generate more power
consumption than sending three CR-RTS/CR-CTS
frames, which proves the feasibility of the proposed
algorithm.

• Contention phase (Tc). After obtaining the sensing
results through the sensing-sharing phase, the SUs
will switch to the contention phase and compete to
reserve idle channels. As mentioned in the protocol
overview, we consider the contention phase as one or
multiple backoff contention windows according to
the dynamic backoff algorithm (Section 3.3.3). Each
backoff contention window consists of an update slot
and multiple contention slots. The update slot is
specifically used by the MSU to broadcast on the
DCCC. The backoff using flag (continue flag) will be
broadcasted on the beginning of the update slot. If a
continue flag is broadcasted, an additional parameter
Q which determines the length of the backoff
contention window will be sent by the MSU in the
rest time of the update slot. The details about how to
set the length of the backoff contention window Q
will be discussed in Section 3.3.3. Upon receiving
information of the length of the backoff contention
window, the SUs will conduct their contentions via
the slotted ALOHA contention scheme, which is
mentioned before in Section 3.1. During the
contention process, MSU will keep listening to the
DCCC and execute managing operations. After the
contention process, the collided SUs (i.e., contention
failures) may continue their contentions in the
subsequent backoff windows and wait for the next
update slot. The contention phase will be stopped if
the MSU stops broadcasting a continue flag on the
DCCC. Without receiving the continue flag, all the
SUs will stop the contention and move to the
transmission phase.

• Transmission phase (Ttr). The transmission phase
starts after the contention phase. In this phase, the
SUs which have won the contentions and reserved
the idle channels can transmit data on the selected
channels. Notice that, to improve the spectrum
utilization efficiency, in our protocol the SU which is

the first contention winner will use the DCCC to
transmit data since the DCCC is always available.

As we focus on the access coordination problem in this
paper, the flow chart of the contention phase and trans-
mission phase is shown in Fig. 3. An example about the
full operation of the proposed MAC protocol is given in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, RTS and CTS are short for CR-RTS and
CR-CTS. There are five contending SUs in the DCRN:
SU1, SU2, SU3, SU4, and SU5. In this MAC cycle, SU5 is
the MSU while other SUs are NSUs. At first, all the 5 SUs
turn to DCCC during the idle phase. Then, SU5 switches
to sense the licensed channels sequentially from 1 to M.
After that, SU5 shares the sensing results on the reporting
slots one by one, from CH1 to CH M. When all the sens-
ing results are received, SUsmove to the contention phase.
During the contention phase, at first, SU5 broadcasts the
length of the backoff contention window 1 on the first
update slot; then, upon the slotted ALOHA contention
scheme, during the first backoff contention process, SU2
and SU3 are collided while both SU1 and SU4 win a con-
tention slot to reserve idle data channels. As SU4 is the
first winner during the contention phase, it will become
theMSU for the nextMAC cycle automatically. After that,
according to the contention results and dynamic backoff
algorithm, SU5 broadcasts the length of the backoff con-
tention window 2 on the second update slot. During the
second backoff contention process, both SU2 and SU3 win
a contention slot to reserve idle data channels. As there are
no more collided SUs, SU5 broadcasts a stop flag on the
third update slot to stop the contention phase. Finally, all
the SUsmove to the transmission phase. During the trans-
mission phase, SU5 will use DCCC for data transmission
as a reward for being MSU. Other SUs will switch to the
data channels which are reserved during the contention
phase.
Next, we will discuss the contention phase in more

details since it is the most crucial. Particularly, we
will put the focus on how to optimize the back-
off values (i.e., number of contention slots within a
backoff contention window) of the backoff contention
windows.

3.3.3 Dynamic backoff algorithm
The dynamic backoff algorithm includes two issues:
selecting the initial backoff contention window and select-
ing the subsequent backoff contention windows.

Initial backoff contention The initial backoff window in
each cycle of our protocol consists of Q1 contention slots
and an update slot. How to determine the value of Q1 is
important and challenging. A simple solution is to set Q1
with a predefined value. However, we may not achieve a
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of the contention phase and transmission phase of the proposed MAC protocol. To show the operation details of the contention
phase and transmission phase

satisfactory system performance by using a fixedQ1, espe-
cially when the network system contains various numbers
of contending SUs and idle channels. Actually, due to the
nature of the adopted slotted ALOHA contention scheme,
if Q1 is too small, few SUs would become contention

winners due to the inevitable contention collisions, which
may in turn decrease the efficiency of spectrum utilization
and increase channel access delay; on the other hand, ifQ1
is too large, most contention slots may not be used effi-
ciently and less time would be left for data transmission,

Fig. 4 The operation of the proposed MAC protocol. An example about how the proposed MAC protocol works
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which may also decrease the ultimate system throughput.
In view of this, we propose to determine the value of Q1
dynamically based on the number of contending NSUs N
and the number of remaining sensed idle channels Msic.
The basic idea is to select a proper Q1 per cycle such that
the expected throughput of network can be maximized.
The details are as follows.
Given N, Msic, and Q1 in a cycle, we first analyze the

expected throughput which can be achieved in the ini-
tial backoff contention window. As both N and Q1 are
limited, the initial contention process is a specific slot-
ted ALOHA process, i.e., a frame slotted ALOHA (FSA)
process [29]. According to [30–33], FSA process can be
viewed as Bernoulli experiments where each SUwill select
one among the Q1 contention slots for contention with a
probability 1/Q1. Then, the probability for r SUs choosing
the same contention slot, denoted by B(r), is derived as
follows:

B(r) =
(
N
r

) (
1
Q1

)r (
1 − 1

Q1

)N−r
(1)

Given a contention slot, there are only three possible
contention results: empty (r = 0), successful (r = 1), and
collision (r ≥ 2). Based on Eq. (1), we define Ps as the
probability of a contention slot being successful, we have:

Ps = B(1) = N
Q1

(
1 − 1

Q1

)N−1
(2)

Then, according to [20], we can obtain the average num-
ber of successful contention slots w1 in the initial backoff
contention window:

w1 = Q1 × Ps = N
(
1 − 1

Q1

)N−1
(3)

Considering that w1 is also the average number of SUs
who have won the contention, the expected throughput
Th1 for the initial backoff contention can be computed as
follows:

Th1 = (1 + min(w1,Msic)) (Tct − (Q1 + 1)σ )R
Tcycle

(4)

where R is the data rate of each idle channel and σ is the
time duration of a contention slot. Here, we remark that
since the DCCC can also be used for data transmission, we
actually haveMsic+1 idle channels. Furthermore, Tct is the
duration of both the contention phase and transmission
phase (see Fig. 2) and Tct=Tc+Ttr.
Based on Eq. (4), we propose to find the optimal Q1 by

solving the following discrete optimization problem:

max
1≤Q1≤K−1

Th1(Q1) (5)

where K =
⌊
Tct
σ

⌋
is the maximal number of slots that

can be used for the initial backoff contention window. Let

Q∗
1 denote the optimal Q1 of Eq. (4). Here, we give sev-

eral comments as follows: (i) GivenMsic and N, Q∗
1 can be

easily obtained by checking Q1 one by one in O(K) time
complexity; (ii) We may evaluate the value of Msic in a
cycle based on the sensing results. The value of N, if not
given in advance, can also be estimated based on the his-
toric contention results by using amethod like that of [32].
For the first cycle, if we are unable to knowMsic andN, we
may set Q1 with a predefined value.

Subsequent backoff contentions After the initial back-
off contention process, the condition of the network is
changed. To use a subsequent backoff contention window,
some basic requirements must be met: (i) there are some
remaining collided SUs, (ii) there are some remaining
sensed idle channels, and (iii) there are some remaining
contention slots. If the basic requirements are met, then
we need to evaluate the impact on network throughput for
using a subsequent backoff window. As adding a subse-
quent backoff windowmay bring more successful SUs and
less time is left for transmission, we denote the expected
throughput with and without the subsequent backoff win-
dow as ThWSB and ThWOSB, respectively. The impact of
subsequent backoff window is evaluated by the through-
put gain: γ = ThWSB − ThWOSB. As more than one
subsequent backoff windowmay be used for aMAC cycle,
given a backoff window i (i > 1), we define the length of
the current backoff window asQi. Based on the contention
analysis of Eqs. (1)–(4), the expected throughput gain γ of
the backoff window i is:

γ (Qi) =
σR

{(
min

[
n1

(
1 − 1

Qi

)n1−1
,Msic

]
(n2 − Qi)

)
− (1 + W )(Qi + 1)

}

Tcycle

(6)

where n1, n2, Msic, and W denote the number of SUs
which still need contention, the number of remaining
slots of the MAC cycle which equals K − ∑

i Qi, the
number of remaining idle channels, and the number of
SUs which have won their contention, respectively. The
parameters i, n1, n2, Msic, and W can be drawn by the
MSU which keeps listening to the DCCC. To make fur-
ther explanation, Eq. (6) evaluates the throughput gain
brought by the ith backoff window (using Qi timeslots
for contention). Suppose the ith backoff window is imple-
mented. On one hand, more users may become con-
tention winners and thus have rights to transmit data
in the remaining timeslots after the ith backoff window.
This will bring a throughput increase, as represented by
the term σR(min[ n1(1 − 1

Qi
)n1−1,Msic] (n2 − Qi))/Tcycle

in Eq. (6). On the other hand, since the existing con-
tention winners (before the ith backoff window) need to
refrain from data transmission during the ith backoff win-
dow, these users sacrifice their throughput. That is, this
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will bring a throughput decrease, as represented by the
term σR(1 + W )(Qi + 1)/Tcycle in Eq. (6). The through-
put increase minus the throughput decrease yields the
throughput gain.
To find the optimal subsequent backoff value, we formu-

late the following optimization problem:

max
1≤Qi≤n2

γ (Qi) (7)

Similar to Eq. (5), the backoff value which can bring
the maximum expected throughput gain can be found
through an exclusive search process, and the subsequent
backoff will continue if the maximum expected through-
put gain is larger than 0.
The detail of dynamic backoff algorithm is given in

Algorithm 1.

3.3.4 Throughput analysis
We focus on the saturated system through put (i.e., the
throughput under the assumption that SUs always have
data to transmit). Here, PU activities are assumed to fol-
low a cellular network behavior [34]. In [34], the arrivals
of PU calls follow the Poisson distribution and the inter-
arrival time between two calls follow the exponential
distribution. Define T as the interarrival time between
two PU calls and λ as the exponential distribution rate.
Then, as the length of each MAC cycle is Tcycle, the maxi-
mum interference time between SUs and PUs isTcycle. The
average probability of SUs interfering PUs is [34]:

pi = P(T ≤ Tcycle) = 1 − exp(−λTcycle) (8)

To a given pi, we have Tcycle = −ln(1 − pi)/λ.
According to the system model in Section 3.2, we

assume that each licensed channel is used by PUs with
probability α. Let p(l) be the probability of l idle data
channels in a MAC cycle, according to [10], we have:

p(l) =
(
M
l

)
(1 − α)lαM−l (9)

Then, let Mic be the average number of idle data chan-
nels,Mic can be expressed as [10]:

Mic =
M∑
l=0

lp(l) (10)

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, all the licensed channels
are sensed sequentially by one SU during one cycle. Con-
sidering the sensing error effect, the average number of
idle channels sensed in one cycle is:

Msic = MicPd + (M − Mic)Pf (11)

After executing Algorithm 1 in the contention phase,
during the data transmission phase, SUs turn to the idle
data channels they have selected during the contention
phase and transmit their data. Since the sensing results
and contention results are grabbed through the former

Algorithm 1 Dynamic backoff algorithm
1: Input: N,Msic;
2: For the MSU
3: Initialization: i = 1,W = 0,w1 = 0,m = 0;
4: n1 = N − W ; //number of remaining SUs
5: n2 = M − (m + 1); //number of remaining slots
6: Msic = Msic−wi; //number of remaining idle channels
7: if i = 1 then
8: Q = Q∗

1; //Optimal initial backoff window of Eq. (5).

9: Go to Step 13;
10: else if (n1 > 1 and n2 ≥ 1 and Msic ≥ 1) then
11: Q = Q∗

i ; //Optimal subsequent backoff window of
Eq. (7).

12: if (γ (Q) > 0) then
13: Broadcast a continue flag in the update slot to

indicate subsequent Q contention slots (i.e., the
ith backoff window);

14: Keep listening on the DCCC for Q slots and
record the number of SUs which won their con-
tentions as wi;

15: Update:W = W +wi,m = m+Q+ 1, i = i+ 1;
16: Go to Step 4;
17: else
18: Go to Step 21;
19: end if
20: else
21: Broadcast a stop flag in the update slot to indicate

no more contention slots (i.e., no backoff window);
22: end if
23: Move to the transmission phase;
24:
25: For the NSU
26: Initialization: i = 1
27: Listen on the DCCC in the update slot to receive the

continue/stop flag broadcasted by the MSU;
28: if (receive a continue flag) then
29: if (need contention) then
30: Contend in the subsequent Q slots by using the

slotted ALOHA contention scheme;
31: else
32: Wait for Q slots;
33: Update i=i+1 and go to Step 27;
34: end if
35: else
36: Move to the transmission phase;
37: end if

MAC phases, we derive the saturated system through-
put by multiplying the number of selected idle channels,
the duty cycle for data transmission (Ttr/Tcycle), and the
data rate per sensed idle channel. Considering the missed
detection probability, we only consider the successful
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transmissions without interference from PU in through-
put calculation as [27]. Then, combining Eq. (11), the
saturation throughput of the MMAC-DB protocol is:

ThMMAC−DC =
(
1 + min(W ,Msic)

MicPd
Msic

)
TtrR

Tcycle
(12)

where R is the PU interference-free data rate, W is the
number of successful SUs, and Ttr is the time duration
of data transmission phase which includes the time for
acknowledgement packet transmission [8, 10]. According
to Algorithm 1, Ttr equals to n2σ .

3.3.5 Common control channel bottleneck problem analysis
If too many SUs join a fixed contention phase, the pro-
posed MAC protocol may suffer from the common con-
trol channel bottleneck problem (bottleneck problem)
[35]: DCCC is overcrowded with too many random access
collisions and cannot negotiate for all idle licensed chan-
nels. There are mainly two metrics to evaluate the bot-
tleneck problem: collision probability and channel access
delay [35]. We will analyze these two metrics as follows.

Collision probability analysis We define the SUs which
do not win any contention slot in a MAC cycle as collided
SUs. Denoting the average number of collided SUs in a
MAC cycle asNc, the collision probability can be given as:

Pc = Nc
N

= N − W
N

(13)

Figure 5 shows the average collision probability of the
proposed MAC protocol and two benchmark protocols
[8, 10]. The details about the benchmark protocols will
be given in Section 4. We can see the collision probabil-
ity increases with more contending SUs for all three MAC
protocols, which reflects the bottleneck problem. As a

MAC cycle is limited in CR-MAC protocols, the bottle-
neck problem cannot be avoided. However, the problem
can be alleviated by a careful access mechanism design,
i.e., using the dynamic backoff mechanism. As can be seen
in Fig. 5, the proposed MAC protocol gets a much lower
collision probability than the benchmark protocols when
N > 80 and a similar collision probability as [8] when
N < 80.

Channel access delay analysis We analyze the channel
access delay of the proposed MAC protocol according to
[16]. Similar to [16], we model the data packet transmit-
ting flow as a state diagram in Fig. 6, where each state rep-
resents the number of MAC cycles that a packet has been
waiting in queue. As we are considering a saturation sys-
tem, the packet arrival probability of each cycle is 1, which
means the transmitting probability of the initial state of
a packet P0 = 1. As channel access delay is an impor-
tant MAC metric, the sensing error effect is considered
here. We assume each SU gets the PU interference-free
opportunity to transmit data with a probability Pt. Then,
we have:

Pt = 1 + min(W ,Msic)
MicPd
Msic

N
(14)

Then, the probability of a SU to wait for the next MAC
cycle and retransmit data is:

Pnt = 1 − Pt (15)

Finally, the average channel access delay (D) of the pro-
posed MMAC-DB protocol which is counted in terms of
MAC cycles can be given as:

D =
+∞∑
k=0

kP0PtPknt = P0Pnt
Pt

(16)

Fig. 5 Collision probability. Collision probability is an important metric to evaluate the control channel bottleneck effect
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Fig. 6 States of data packets waiting for channel access. State diagram for channel access delay analysis

Channel access delay will be evaluated in three different
scenes by extensive simulations in the following Section 4.

4 Numerical results
In this section, numerical results are given to compare
the proposed MMAC-DB protocol with two state-of-the-
art MAC protocols, i.e., SMC-MAC [10] and that of
[8]. For convenience and clarity, we hereafter refer to
SMC-MAC [10] and that of [8] as SMC-MAC(F) and
SMC-MAC(F&B). A summary on these protocols is given
in Table 2. Our focus is to verify the efficiency of the
proposed protocol by extensive simulations.
We use MATLAB to build the simulator. The simula-

tion settings are as follows. IEEE 802.11 [36] is considered
as the physical medium of the MAC protocols. The data
rate of each channel R is equal to 1Mb/s. Sensing-sharing
slot time τ is 20μs; CR-RTS, CR-CTS, and CR-SIFS
frame times are 300μs, 300μs, and 28μs, respectively.
Tcycle=100ms, Tidle=CR-SIFS+2×τ=28μs, Tss = 2 ×
M × τ = M × 40μs, σ = TCR−RTS + TCR−CTS +
TCR−SIFS = 628μs. For both SMC-MAC(F) and SMC-
MAC(F&B), their initial backoff windows consist of the
same number of slots which is denoted by Kf =50. Then,
we set the number of contention slots of the initial back-
off value of binary exponential backoff (BEB) window as
B1=16 as [8]. Moreover, in SMC-MAC(F&B), the back-
off process will be stopped when all the idle channels
are reserved or there is no time left for new backoff
window in this MAC cycle. We vary the three key param-
eters, i.e., PU traffic load α, number of licensed data
channels M and number of contending SUs N, by con-
sidering three different scenes. Moreover, to evaluate the
sensing error effect, we set Pd = 1, Pf = 0 for perfect
Table 2 Summary on the compared protocols

Protocol Initial backoff
window

Subsequent backoff
windows

SMC-MAC(F) [10] Fixed length No backoff

SMC-MAC(F&B) [8] Fixed length Using binary
exponential backoff

The proposed MMAC-DB Dynamic length Using dynamic
backoff

sensing and set Pd = 0.9, Pf = 0.1 for imperfect sensing
in each scene. For each set of parameter values, sim-
ulation results are obtained with running 10000 MAC
cycles. Next, we present the numerical results for each
scene.

4.1 Scene 1: Influence of α for fixed N andM
Figures 7 and 8 show the throughput and channel access
delay comparison of different protocols under different
PU traffic load α. As showed in Fig. 7, the proposed
MMAC-DB has the best throughput performance under
both perfect and imperfect sensing settings. As expected,
considering the interferences with PUs, imperfect sens-
ing decreases the throughput of the proposedMMAC-DB
compared to that under perfect sensing.Moreover, in gen-
eral, to all the MAC protocols, the throughput decreases
with higher PU traffic loads, due to less idle data channels.
Furthermore, when α ≤ 0.3, the throughput of SMC-
MAC(F&B) is a bit lower than that of SMC-MAC(F). This
is because of the nature of the traditional BEB algorithm:
when there are plenty of idle data channels, it will spend
too much time for using the backoff windows without
considering the throughput gain. Also, we observe from
Fig. 7 that all the three protocols achieve good through-
put performance when α is low. Then, we focus on the
low PU traffic load (α = 0.1) case in the following scenes.
From Fig. 8, we can see that the channel access delay of
the proposedMAC protocol is lower than that of the other
two MAC protocols. This is due to that the proposed
dynamic backoff algorithm conducts the contention phase
in each MAC cycle adaptively and guarantees that the
contending SUs have a high successful probability to
transmit data.

4.2 Scene 2: Influence ofM for fixed N and α

Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the performance of differ-
ent protocols in terms of throughput and channel access
delay under various M. Generally speaking, from Fig. 9,
we can see that the throughputs of all the MAC proto-
cols increase with larger M. The proposed MMAC-DB
protocol reaches a throughput upper bound whenM ≥ 22
under perfect sensing. Considering the imperfect sensing,
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Fig. 7 Throughput comparison with varying PU traffic load, N = 20,M = 20, Kf = 50. Throughput comparison for scene 1

we can see a throughput upper bound of the proposed
MMAC-DB is achieved when M ≥ 25. This is because
that the number of sensed idle channels is larger than
the number of contending SUs, and therefore increas-
ing M would bring no more throughput gain. Also, due
to the fixed initial contention window and the lack of
subsequent backoff windows, SMC-MAC(F) gets a much
lower throughput upper bound than that of the pro-
posed MMAC-DB. Moreover, there are some fluctuations
of values for SMC-MAC(F&B) when M ≥ 25, and the
throughput of SMC-MAC(F&B) is higher under imper-
fect sensing than that under perfect sensing. This is due
to that, in SMC-MAC(F&B), if there are still some idle
channels and collided SUs, the contention process will
run on and more backoff windows will be used. As the
number of licensed data channel increases, a new backoff

window will be used even if there is only one idle chan-
nel which is not reserved in the former backoff windows.
Therefore, adding a new backoff window would be inef-
ficient in some cases. In Fig. 9, as more idle channels are
sensed under perfect sensing, more backoff windows are
used and less time is left for transmission, which decreases
the throughput of SMC-MAC(F&B). Figure 9 illustrates
that to design an access coordination mechanism properly
is very important especially when the spectrum resource
is plenty. As expected, in Fig. 10, we can see the channel
access delay decreases as M increases for that more idle
data channels bring higher channel access probability.
The proposed MMAC-DB has the lowest channel access
delay. Due to the backoff scheme, the channel access
delay of SMC-MAC(F&B) is much lower than that of
SMC-MAC(F).

Fig. 8 Channel access delay comparison with varying PU traffic load, N = 20,M = 20, Kf = 50. Channel access delay comparison for scene 1
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Fig. 9 Throughput comparison with variedM from 10 to 30, N = 20,α = 0.1. Throughput comparison for scene 2

4.3 Scene 3: Influence of N for fixedM and α

As N is the crucial parameter to evaluate the dynamic
nature of all the MAC protocols, more details are given
here besides the network performance. Figures 11, 12,
and 13 show three MAC metrics: the average number
of sensed idle channels (Msic), the average number of
contention slots of the contention phase (Qc), and the
average number of successful transmission pairs (Nst) in a
MAC cycle. In Fig. 11, with the sequential sensing scheme,
the Msic of the proposed MMAC-DB protocol is unaf-
fected by various N and is higher than that of the other
two protocols when N < 80. As expected, in Fig. 12, the
Qc changes withN except for SMC-MAC(F), which shows
the influence of various N on the contention phase set-
ting. From Fig. 12, to both of the proposed MMAC-DB
protocol and SMC-MAC(F&B), Qc increases with higher

N when N is smaller than the number of sensed idle
channels. This is because that, in this case, any SU can
grab an idle channel if it wins the contention. Therefore,
to increase the throughput gain, the collision probability
should be kept very low, which can be seen in the for-
mer Fig. 5. To achieve a low collision probability, more
contention slots are needed here. When N is larger than
the number of sensed idle channels, there are not enough
idle channels for all the N SUs. Hence, considering the
throughput gain, just a part of the N SUs should access
the insufficient idle channels, and a higher collision prob-
ability is allowed. In this case, fewer contention slots are
needed with the increasing N until N is high enough to
cause a bottleneck problem. As N keeps increasing, if
Qc is fixed, the bottleneck problem will become serious
and the collision probability will be high. To alleviate the

Fig. 10 Channel access delay comparison with variedM from 10 to 30, N = 20,α = 0.1. Channel access delay comparison for scene 2
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Fig. 11 Number of sensed idle data channels withM = 30,α = 0.1. Sensed idle data channels analysis for scene 3

bottleneck problem, Qc increases again when N is around
70, as more contention slots are needed to coordinate the
collisions.
The impact of Nst under various N is shown in Fig. 13.

When N is small, the number of successful transmission
pairs is increasing at a very high rate with the increasingN.
The Nst of the proposed MMAC-DB remains stable when
it is near the number of idle data channels. This is due to
that the proposed dynamic backoff mechanismmay adap-
tively adjust the length of backoff window by taking into
account network situational factors including the num-
ber of remaining idle channels, the number of contending
users, and the number of remaining timeslots of a cycle.
Particularly, when there are number of users contend-
ing relatively sufficient resources (i.e., idle channels and
remaining timeslots), the proposed dynamic mechanism

tends to allocate a backoff window with large length so as
to make more users obtain successful contention. How-
ever, we can see a sharp decrease of the SMC-MAC(F&B)

when it is close to the number of idle data channels. This is
because SMC-MAC(F&B) just simply doubles the length
of the backoff window when backoff is needed. In such
strategy, the remaining time in a cycle may be run out
quickly; as a result, no more backoff window can be
allocated even when there are still many users that
want to continue the contention. In other words, the
simple backoff mechanism adopted in SMC-MAC(F&B)

still cannot accommodate large number of contending
users well.
Throughput performance is shown in Fig. 14. Under the

large dynamic range of N, to all the three MAC protocols,
MMAC-DB has the optimal throughput performance.

Fig. 12 Number of contention slots withM = 30,α = 0.1. Contention window analysis for scene 3
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Fig. 13 Number of successful transmission pairs withM = 30,α = 0.1. The number of the successful transmission pairs in scene 3

Moreover, we can see the throughput of MMAC-DB
reaches a peak when N is around 70 and gradually
decreases when N > 70. This is due to the bottle-
neck problem that more SUs cost more contention slots
to coordinate the collisions, leaving less time for data
transmission. Although the bottleneck problem cannot
be avoided, the proposed MMAC-DB protocol alleviates
the bottleneck problem and achieves a good throughput
performance when N is large.
Channel access delay performance is shown in Fig. 15.

From Fig. 15, we can see a sharp increase for SMC-
MAC(F) when N > 60. Also, there is a similar sharp
increase for SMC-MAC(F&B) when N > 100. The above
facts are due to that SMC-MAC(F) and SMC-MAC(F&B)

are incapable to coordinate so many contending SUs and
to alleviate the bottleneck problem. The channel access

delay of the proposedMMAC-DB is much lower than that
of the other two protocols.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a dynamic backoff algo-
rithm to reduce the collisions among the contending SUs.
Based on the proposed algorithm, we further developed
a multichannel CR-MAC protocol with a dynamic back-
off scheme (MMAC-DB) for distributed cognitive radio
network. The proposed protocol is flexible enough to
fit for a changing DCRN environment with a good
throughput performance by dynamically setting the back-
off contention windows. As the collisions among the
SUs are reduced by the proposed protocol, the chan-
nel access delay is also reduced. To sum up, with the
proposed MMAC-DB protocol, both the throughput and

Fig. 14 Throughput comparison withM = 30,α = 0.1. Throughput comparison for scene 3
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Fig. 15 Channel access delay comparison withM = 30,α = 0.1. Channel access delay comparison for scene 3

the channel access delay of the distributed cognitive
radio network are enhanced compared with those of the
two existing CR-MAC protocols, which is demonstrated
by extensive simulations and the network throughput
improvement is up to 282.75% under perfect sensing
scenario and is up to 272.37% under imperfect sensing
scenario.
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